
Game Positions 

CC United has a different team shape at the U9,11 and U13 age groups.  The Following slides 

regarding the shape will give the players a better understanding of how it works both with and 

without the ball. Teams need a shape that expands and covers as much as the field as possible 

in possession of the ball and constricts and reduces space for the opposition without over 

committing. Defining it as a shape allows players to move freely around the field as long as the 

shape is maintained. This means all field players have the opportunity to attack and therefore 

must develop the technical ability to do so. It also means that each player must be comfortable 

in different areas of the field both defending (realizing where cover will come from) and attacking 

(realizing where support is located and will also come from).                                                        

Each position within the shape comes with a job description and as players develop physically, 

technically and mentally they will become more and less proficient in certain areas.  

 
The slides are organized as follows  

 

1. Introduction to the team shape                                                                                                                                

2. Roles of each position      

Attacking team shape                                                                                                   
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Formation 1-1-1-1 +2 Wide  



Goalkeeper 
Defend:   

•Dominate your box, stop balls from crosses and shots 

•Provide cover to last defender 

•Communication (organize defense to prevent shots) 

•Stay connected to the last defender- come out of 
penalty area  

Attack: 

•Awareness of outlet 

•Look long 1st  

•Good distribution (throw-kick) 

•Looks to move up the field to provide  cover  to the 
defender. This means sometimes moving out of the box 
and using feet to kick away 



Defender 
Defend: 

•Mark attackers zonally (don’t get pulled out of position) 

•Provide pressure  and support, balance and cover when 
needed 

•Move up with midfielder 

Attack: 

•Be available to receive a pass off next line of players 

•Quality distribution away from trouble  

•Middle link in diamond 

•Be ready to switch play 

•Be prepared to go forward and support your pass 

•Support the midfielder by moving up the field with 
them 



Midfielder 
Defend: 

•Mark and track players in the central areas of the field 

•Provide cover  to the forward and advanced wide 
players in front of central defender  

•Provide good information 

Attack: 

•Be available to receive a pass 

•Provide support to defenders, strikers and flank players  

•Supporting runs beyond striker 

•Be aware of space to exploit 

•Positional discipline  

•Short and long passes be ready to switch play 



Striker 
Defend: 

•Pressure on the ball-force defender’s to play towards 
their own goal 

•Take advantage of defenders mistakes 

•Channel play onto next defender 

Attack: 

•Shoot on sight  

•Movement off ball to support team mates   

•Diagonal runs in front of defenders to move them 

•Diagonal runs behind of defenders to get open 

•Always is the highest player on the field staying level 
with the last defender or on the halfway line which ever 
is closest to the opposing goal 



Flank-player 
Defend: 

•Mark and track runs of attackers in your area of field 

•Provide  pressure and cover to players in central 
positions 

•Provide balance when ball is on opposite side of field 

Attack: 

•Provide an outlet, utilize full width of field  

•Good communication when ball is passed inside  

•Provide good support to central players  

•Look to make forward runs without the ball (overlaps) 

•Awareness of whether to cross or to dribble 

•Look to provide support to all central players  



Offensive Possession 
Roles 

•Goalkeeper is standing on imaginary line 
between center of goal and ball. Providing loud 
communication to Defender (D) 

•Defender (D) is at the center of the field 
providing support for team mates while making 
sure opponents don’t get behind him. 

•Right Flank (RF) and left flank are staying wide 
and open when they don’t have the ball. 
pressuring from the side when they have 
possession. They form the corners in the 
offensive diamond shape. Look for quick pass to 
striker, if not available, safe pass to open team 
mate. 

•Midfielder (M) is forming the rear center of the 
offensive diamond shape. His first look is to try 
and thread a pass through to (S) as this will 
keep the defenders honest ore result in a closer 
opportunity to shoot  

•Striker is forming the forward center of the 
offensive diamond shape. Remaining aware of 
M, RF, LF and opponents goalkeeper’s position.  
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